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Abstract

Objective: We present an exploratory study for identification of sex differences

in imaging biomarkers that could further refine selection of patients for acute

reperfusion therapy and trials based on sex and imaging targets. Methods: The

Lesion Evolution in Stroke and Ischemia On Neuroimaging (LESION) study

included consecutive acute stroke patients who underwent MRI within 24 h of

time from last known well and prior to therapy. Those demonstrating a poten-

tial therapeutic target on imaging were identified by presence of: (1) arterial

occlusion on angiography, (2) focal ischemic region on perfusion maps, or (3)

a mismatch of perfusion versus diffusion imaging lesion size. The prevalence of

imaging targets within clinically relevant time intervals was calculated for each

patient and examined. The relationship of time from stroke onset to probability

of detection of imaging targets was evaluated. Results: Of 7007 patients

screened, of which 86.7% were scanned with MRI, 1092 patients (477/615 men/

women) were included in LESION. The probability of imaging target detection

was significantly different between men and women, with women more likely

to present with all assessed imaging targets, odds ratios between 1.36 and 1.59,

P < 0.02, adjusted for NIHSS, age, and time from last known well to MRI scan.

This trend held for the entire 24-h studied. Interpretation: Women present

more often with treatable ischemic stroke than men. The greater probability of

potentially viable and/or treatable imaging targets in women at all time points

suggests that tissue injury is slower to evolve in women.

Introduction

Although the overall decline in stroke incidence and

stroke mortality are encouraging, these gains are driven

by the decreasing incidence in men but not women.1 As

of 2014, stroke is the fifth leading cause of death in the

United States2 but the fourth one in women.3 While the

incidence and prevalence of stroke is higher in men than

in women,4 the overall lifetime risk of stroke is higher for

women.5 Women have worse outcome from stroke:6–8 the

1-month case fatality for women is 24.7% compared with

19.7% for men.4 Women also have greater disability from

stroke.6 Improvements in stroke incidence and mortality

have not been realized for women;2 the reasons for these

disparities are unclear.

Cerebrovascular factors known to predict stroke out-

comes and functional independence are measurable by

advanced imaging methods. The ischemic cerebrovascular

bed typically exhibits two zones of injury: the ischemic

core and the ischemic penumbra. The ischemic core zone

has decreased blood flow (10–25% of normal) and rapid

depletion of energy stores with possible necrosis. The
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ischemic penumbra includes the rim of tissue in which

the infarction is evolving between the ischemic core and

normally perfused tissue. This ischemic but still viable

penumbral tissue may remain viable for a few hours due

to blood supply from the collateral arteries.9–11 The over-

all goal of this study was to identify if there are differ-

ences by sex in the imaging-based biomarkers described

above in acute ischemic stroke patients. We hypothesized

that imaging-based evidence of core and penumbral tissue

could explain clinical observations of sex differences in

ischemic stroke. This identification of differences in imag-

ing targets represents a step toward further refining the

imaging selection of patients for acute reperfusion therapy

and trials as well as stratification of trials based on patient

sex.

Methods

Patient selection

The Lesion Evolution in Stroke and Ischemia On Neu-

roimaging (LESION) Study includes data from consecu-

tive patients with suspected stroke and baseline MRI scan

screened by the NIH Stroke team at Suburban Hospital

in Bethesda, Maryland between August 1999 and October

2009 and at MedStar Washington Hospital Center in

Washington, DC between September 2004 and October

2009 with the purpose to characterize the population of

potentially treatable stroke patients. (Fig. 1) The LESION

population had a baseline admit National Institutes of

Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score ≥4, an evaluable base-

line MRI scan done within 24 h since time last known

well (TLKW) and obtained before any acute intervention.

Treatment-based analysis is not presented herein. Patients

with unknown TLKW to scan initiation (onset time) were

excluded. For patients with multiple admissions during

the study period, only the first qualifying admission was

included. Ethics approval was obtained from the local

institutional review boards to analyze images and clinical

data fields in our clinical database for the purposes of this

research.

MRI protocol

MR imaging was performed using either 1.5 T (Twin-

speed, General Electric) or 3.0 T (Achieva, Philips)

clinical scanners, depending on hospital site. Typical

sequences have been described.12,13 The diffusion-

weighted imaging (DWI) was a spin-echo planar series.

The perfusion-weighted imaging (PWI) was a dynamic

gradient-echo series with single-dose gadolinium contrast

injection of 0.1 mmol/kg of gadolinium (gadolinium-

DTPA; Magnevist; Bayer Schering Pharma) through a

power injector using 25–40 phase measurements. The

mean transit time (MTT) maps were calculated as the

first moment of the time concentration curves divided by

the zeroth moment with no arterial input correction or

deconvolution. Only MTT maps were used for the perfu-

sion assessments. The DWI, FLAIR, and PWI series were

acquired co-localized over the entire brain with a superior

to inferior coverage of 14 cm. The magnetic resonance

angiography (MRA) was an intracranial 3D time-of-flight

(TOF) centered in the region of the Circle of Willis. The

detailed imaging protocol parameters are found in

Table S1.

Image analysis

The images used for this analysis were assessed by a team of

trained readers consisting of vascular neurologists and

experienced imaging scientists. Readers identified the acute

ischemic lesion on DWI, the corresponding perfusion

abnormality on PWI, and the affected vessel on MRA and

classified any DWI/PWI mismatch as obvious mismatch

(PWI > DWI), no mismatch (PWI~DWI) or reverse mis-

match (DWI > PWI). Before interpreting the LESION

images, readers were trained on the mismatch classification

with a series of training images and had to achieve >80%
agreement with the “gold standard” for each assessment.

The “gold standard” was a consensus read by the entire

team when identifying the imaging targets: presence of the

acute ischemic DWI lesion, presence of the corresponding

PWI lesion (perfusion abnormality), mismatch classifica-

tion, and the corresponding affected vessel on MRA. Quali-

tative analysis of acute stroke imaging as described is

comparable to quantitative evaluation.12

For LESION, each image series was assigned randomly

and analyzed by a single trained reader, who was blinded

to any clinical data. For each assigned image, the reader

determined whether the scan was evaluable and com-

pleted the baseline imaging case report form including

the assessments described above. From these data, we

identified if each patient had a potential imaging target at

baseline: (1) a focal region of delayed perfusion on MTT

maps (PERFUSION), (2) an obvious PWI-DWI mismatch

(MISMATCH), or (3) an arterial occlusion on MRA

(ARTERY). If an arterial occlusion was identified, it was

further characterized as MCA occlusion (M1 or M2

branches) or as an endovascular therapy target (ENDO-

VASCULAR) for ischemia in M1 or internal carotid

artery.

Statistical analysis

Patient characteristics (demographics, medical history,

presentation, chronic biomarkers, and acute therapeutic
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Patients screened for eligibility from
August 1999 to October 2009

(N = 7007)

Hemorrhage
(N = 635)

Acute Ischemic 
Stroke

(N = 4235)

Other
(N = 2137)

MRI
(N = 3675)

MRI within
24 hours

(N = 2468)

Admit 
NIHSS > 4
(N = 1193)

LESION study
(N = 1092)

Figure 1. LESION study inclusion. Consecutive patients were screened for acute ischemic stroke with the eligibility criteria of a baseline MRI

performed within 24 h from last known well, an NIHSS greater than or equal to 4, no treatment prior to the MRI scan, and first eligible admission.
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targets on imaging) were tested for difference by sex. Dif-

ferences were assessed by measuring absolute risk differ-

ences, odds ratios (ORs), and Chi-squared tests or

Wilcoxon ranked sum tests, as appropriate.

The prevalence of imaging targets within clinically rele-

vant time intervals was calculated for each patient. Uni-

variate regression tests were used to estimate the

magnitude and variations of associations among sex, age,

TLKW, and admit NIHSS. Relationships between time

and therapeutic target were also stratified by arterial

region, when appropriate, to look for effect measure

modification.

Therapeutic targets were modeled separately using

logistic regression across the three steps: Model 1: uni-

variate model of sex and target, Model 2: an a priori mul-

tivariate model (sex, age, NIHSS, and onset), and Model

3: a stepwise inclusion process of all potential covariates.

A full model was first tested including onset time, age,

sex, race, admit NIHSS, Body Mass Index (BMI), MCA

target, and chronic lesion biomarkers on imaging.

The a priori multivariate Model 2, which included age,

NIHSS, and onset time, identified the presence of any

arterial target (ARTERY) and a middle cerebral artery

(MCA) occlusion as the imaging biomarkers that differed

most between men and women.

The stepwise model (Model 3) of each target tested the

potential covariates identified for possible influence on

the measures of association between imaging targets and

sex. Inclusion of each potential covariate was assessed for

influence on the relationship between sex and imaging

target using a 10% threshold for change in the OR. All

confounders identified, if any, were then included in the

model to calculate the adjusted OR for sex.

To characterize those patients presenting outside of the

therapeutic time windows for thrombolytic therapy

(4.5 h) and endovascular therapy (24 h), we examined

the probability of detection of therapeutic targets on

imaging as they related to onset for both men and

women. Additional eligibility criteria were considered and

adjustments were performed for age and admit NIHSS.

Results

Patient demographics

For this analysis, 1092 patients met the inclusion criteria

(Fig. 1); 477 were men and 615 were women. Anterior

and posterior ischemic strokes were included. Patient

characteristics including demographics, medical history,

presentation, and acute therapeutic targets on imaging by

sex are presented (Table 1). Women were older at the

time of symptom commencement (P < 0.001) and more

often had atrial fibrillation (P = 0.002), an infection

within 1 week of stroke (P = 0.041), more severe stroke

as indicated by a higher admit NIHSS (nine for men and

10 for women, P = 0.016), lower partial thromboplastin

time (PTT) (P = 0.028), and a higher platelet count

(P < 0.001). Risk factors more prevalent in men were

coronary artery disease (32.1%/22.3%, men/women), his-

tory of alcohol use (22.9%/12/7%, men/women), current/

former smoker (17.1%/11.2%, men/women), and higher

BMI (26.8/26/0, men/women, P = 0.025).

Imaging results

Of the 1092 patients that met inclusion criteria, 1011 had

an evaluable MRA, 882 had an evaluable PWI series, 1088

had an evaluable DWI series, and 881 had an evaluable

mismatch (patients with both DWI and PWI imaging

without severe artifacts). Lesions in the PWI series were

found in 670/882 (76.0%) patients while lesions in the

DWI series were found in 1022/1088 (93.9%) patients. An

obvious PWI-DWI mismatch (MISMATCH) demon-

strated by 433/881 (49.1%) patients. An occlusion on

MRA was observed in 546/1011 (54.0%) patients with

339/1011 (33.7%) being in the MCA (either M1 or M2).

Imaging target presence

Women were more likely to present with all five imaging

targets including: the presence of any arterial target

(ARTERY), focal region of delayed perfusion on MTT

maps (PERFUSION), an obvious PWI-DWI mismatch

(MISMATCH), an occlusion in the M1 or M2 (MCA), or

occlusion in M1 or internal carotid artery (ENDOVAS-

CULAR), (Table 1 and Fig. 2). Table 2 presents the

results of these imaging targets modeled separately using

logistic regression across the three steps previously out-

lined in the Methods. Model 1: univariate model of sex

and target, Model 2: an a priori multivariate model (sex,

age, NIHSS, and onset time), and Model 3: a stepwise

inclusion process of all potential covariates for possible

adjustment. The a priori multivariate Model 2, which

included age, NIHSS, and onset time, identified the pres-

ence of any arterial target and a middle cerebral artery

occlusion as the imaging biomarkers that differed most

between men and women. The stepwise Model 3 of each

target tested the covariates identified for influence on the

measures of association between imaging targets and sex.

Inclusion of each potential covariate was determined by

influence on the relationship between sex and imaging

target using a 10% threshold change in the OR. All

covariates identified, if any, were then included in the

model and the adjusted OR for sex was reported (right

column, Table 2). No confounders were identified for

ARTERY, ENDOVASCULAR, and MISMATCH. The
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platelet count was identified as a confounder for the

MCA imaging target resulting in a reduced effect size of

1.30 (95% CI: 0.92–1.82). Platelets are important media-

tors of atherothrombosis and play a major role in

ischemic stroke, with known platelet activation in the

ischemic zone of MCA occlusion patients14 and demon-

strated increase in serum platelets in all ischemic stroke

patients.15 The PTT and BMI were identified for the PER-

FUSION imaging target resulting in an effect size of 1.87

(95% CI: 1.01–3.45).

Therapeutic target timing

Figure 3 plots the probability of detecting imaging targets

as a function of TLKW and sex. Women (gray) consis-

tently had a higher probability when compared to men

(black) for all therapeutic targets examined and this trend

held for the extent of the 24-h time to MRI start time

evaluated. The models in Figure 3 were adjusted for age

and admit NIHSS. The increased probability of PERFU-

SION and MISMATCH demonstrates that tissue injury is

slower to evolve in women for the duration of the 24-h

period studied.

Imaging target presence in clinically
relevant time intervals

Importantly, imaging targets were found in a substantial

proportion of patients beyond the proven time windows

for thrombolytic (4.5 h) or previous endovascular therapy

(6 h). Table 3 presents the number and probability (ORs)

of patients presenting outside of the therapeutic time

Table 1. LESION study results for sex differences of risk factors, presentation characteristics, and pathological targets on acute imaging.

Men n = 477

(% or IQR)

Women n = 615

(% or IQR)

Odds ratio

(confidence intervals) P-value

Risk factors

Age (median, IQR) 70 (60–79) 78 (67–85) <0.001*

Caucasian (%) 265 (56.3) 362 (59.5) 0.279

African American/Black (%) 184 (39.1) 224 (36.8) 0.89 (0.693–1.146) 0.455

Other (%) 22 (4.7) 22 (3.6) 0.73 (0.397–1.351) 0.386

Hispanic ethnicity (%) 12 (2.5) 30 (4.9) 1.98 (1.002–3.919) 0.045*

Hypertension (%) 365 (78.2) 493 (81.4) 1.22 (0.903–1.646) 0.195

Diabetes mellitus (%) 155 (33.2) 177 (29.2) 0.83 (0.640–1.078) 0.162

Coronary artery disease (%) 150 (32.1) 135 (22.3) 0.61 (0.460–0.797) <0.001*

Atrial fibrillation (%) 118 (25.3) 205 (33.8) 1.51 (1.155–1.979) 0.002*

Stroke/TIA, previous 126 (27.0) 177 (29.2) 1.12 (0.853–1.462) 0.422

Cancer 82 (17.6) 93 (15.4) 0.85 (0.615–1.178) 0.331

Infection within 1 week 68 (14.6) 117 (19.3) 1.40 (1.012–1.948) 0.041*

Alcohol, history of any 109 (22.9) 78 (12.7) 0.49 (0.355–0.677) <0.001*

Alcohol, heavy use history 9 (1.9) 3 (0.5) 0.26 (0.068–0.950) 0.028*

Smoker, current 46 (9.9) 44 (7.3) 0.72 (0.465–1.105) 0.129

Smoker, current/former 80 (17.1) 68 (11.2) 0.61 (0.431–0.868) 0.005*

Presentation

NIHSS at admission (n = 1092) 9 (5–16) 10 (6–18) 0.016*

Alcohol, at presentation 10 (6.7) 7 (4.1) 0.59 (0.219–1.605) 0.298

Illicit drugs (included only sympathomimetic) 21 (4.5) 7 (1.2) 0.25 (0.104–0.592) 0.001*

Body mass index (BMI) 26.8 (24.5–30.1) 26.0 (22.3–29.8) 0.025*

Blood glucose (n = 871) 121 (104–152) 123.5 (103–160) 0.579

Prothrombin time (PT) (n = 736) 12.4 (10.8–14.1) 12.0 (10.8–13.9) 0.183

Partial thromboplastin time (PTT) (n = 679) 30.2 (27.0–34.4) 29.3 (26.3–33.1) 0.028*

Platelets (n = 777) 226 (182–276) 246 (201–293) <0.001*

International normalized ratio (INR) 1.10 (1.00–1.16) 1.03 (0.96–1.12) 0.103

Mean arterial pressure (MAP) 107.3 (95–121) 106.7 (92–121) 0.523

Therapeutic targets on imaging

Any arterial target (MRA; n = 1011) 210 (47.5) 336 (59.1) 1.59 (1.238–2.050) <0.001*

Middle cerebral artery (MCA, M1/M2) occlusion (n = 1011) 129 (29.2) 212 (37.3) 1.44 (1.103–1.883) 0.007*

Endovascular target (ICA/M1, n = 1011) 92 (20.8) 157 (27.6) 1.45 (1.079–1.948) 0.013*

Perfusion weighted imaging (PWI) target (n = 882) 285 (72.2) 385 (79.1) 1.46 (1.076–1.988) 0.017*

PWI-diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) mismatch (n = 881) 177 (44.8) 256 (52.7) 1.37 (1.049–1.791) 0.020*

Significant differences for a variety of variables indicated by an *.
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windows for thrombolytic therapy (4.5 h) and previous

endovascular therapy (6 h). The probability of detection

of therapeutic targets on imaging as they related to

TLKW (onset time) for both men and women with

adjustment for age and admit NIHSS are shown.

Although not significant, a higher percentage of women

presented with imaging targets of ischemia (72.2% men,

79.1% women), occlusion on MRA (47.5% men, 59.1%

women), a tPA-eligible (presenting within 4.5 h of symp-

tom commencement) occlusion in the MCA (29.2% men,

37.3% women), an endovascular therapy eligible occlu-

sion in the intracranial ICA or M1 branch of the MCA

(20.8% men, 27.6% women), and MISMATCH (44.8%

men, 52.7% women) outside of the 4.5-h time window

with ORs ranging from 1.11 to 1.50. Similarly, 88.2% of

women and 75.0% of men meeting endovascular therapy

criteria of admit NIHSS ≥6 presented with PERFUSION

outside of the 6-h time window.

Discussion

Cerebrovascular factors known to predict stroke outcomes

and functional independence are measurable by advanced

clinical imaging methods and data presented herein

suggest that differences in these imaging biomarkers

may explain observed sex disparities. We have used

neuroimaging to identify potential pathological therapeu-

tic targets reflective of clinical observations of differences

between sexes. The presented results indicate increased

occurrence of large vessel occlusions in women, support-

ing recent consecutive cohort studies,18–20 though the lit-

erature is inconsistent.21,22 This imaging-based evidence

of sex disparities is particularly apparent in the presence

of a therapeutic target as a function of time, with women

maintaining imaging targets longer than men. These

results, though not yet applicable on an individual level,

provide rationale for further study of imaging presenta-

tion and treatment window for women stroke patients.

Potentially confounding effects were found for biologi-

cal variables for the imaging markers of MCA occlusion

and PWI target (Table 2). Platelets are important media-

tors of atherothrombosis and play a major role in

ischemic stroke, with known platelet activation in the

ischemic zone of MCA occlusion patients14 and demon-

strated increase in serum platelets in all ischemic stroke

patients.15 The confounders for perfusion deficit were

PTT and BMI, both being higher in men. The PTT is

essentially how long it takes for blood to clot so an asso-

ciation with ischemia is understandable. In fact, studies

have demonstrated that PTT is an independent risk factor

for ischemic stroke, stroke severity, and neurological

worsening after acute stroke.16 Additionally, lower PTT
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Figure 2. Probability of detecting therapeutic targets on imaging for men (black) and women (gray). ARTERY: Any arterial target, MCA:

Occlusion in M1 or M2, ENDOVASCULAR: Occlusion in M1 or ICA, PERFUSION: lesion detected on perfusion, MISMATCH: perfusion-diffusion

mismatch, error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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values have been seen in women17 corroborating a rela-

tively higher procoagulant imbalance consequent to

increased levels of coagulation factors compared to men.

Higher BMI was also found in men and to be a con-

founder in the Model 3 for PWI target. Data on the over-

all association of obesity and stroke as well as stroke

Table 2. LESION results of imaging targets were modeled separately using logistic regression across 3 steps: univariate model of sex and target,

an a priori multivariate model including sex, age, NIHSS, and onset time (Model 2), then a stepwise inclusion process of all potential confounders

for possible adjustment.

Model 1: univariate

differences

Model 2

(sex, age, NIHSS, onset time)
Confounders identified by

10% change in effect

from significant P-values

in Table 1

Model 3: Stepwise adjusted

for additional confounders

Effect size of sex

difference (OR) P-value

Effect size of sex

difference (OR) P-value

Effect size of

sex difference (OR) P-value

Any arterial target 1.59 <0.001 1.60 0.001 None

MCA occlusion

(M1/M2)

1.44 0.007 1.51 0.005 Platelets 1.30 0.132

Endovascular

target (ICA/M1)

1.45 0.013 1.32 0.088 None

Perfusion target 1.46 0.017 1.42 0.040 PTT, BMI 1.87 0.045

Perfusion-diffusion

mismatch

1.36 0.022 1.36 0.034 None

All imaging targets were predicted by women with platelets, PTT and BMI being confounding factors for MCA and perfusion targets, respectively.

No mediation or interactions were found.
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subtypes are limited and inconclusive. It is hypothesized

that an increase in prothrombic factors observed among

overweight and obese individuals may contribute to their

increased risk for ischemic events. Inclusion of these vari-

ables in the model may cause overestimation of the effect

of sex and further prospective studies are necessary to

elucidate the significant confounding variables for sex-

based differences in imaging target presentation.

Women have more severe and worse clinical deficits at

presentation from ischemic stroke than men, although

evidence is contradictory once accounting for age and

stroke subtype.23 Sex differences in response to stroke

reperfusion therapies, thrombolysis and thrombectomy,

have been suggested, but the literature is inconsistent and

interactions with pretreatment severity limit generaliza-

tions.24–29 Although severity of deficits and disability after

stroke is often worse for women, women are more likely

to survive.30 There are many potential confounding fac-

tors and it is clear that more research is necessary to shed

light on this complex relationship. Surprisingly little is

known about sex differences in cerebrovascular and

hemodynamic factors as potential determinants of sex dif-

ferences in severity and outcome.

Given differences in cerebrovascular physiology and

stroke mechanism between women and men,23,31 sex-related

differences in response to r-tPA are plausible and have

been demonstrated through an analysis of five clinical tri-

als of acute stroke,24 although updated meta-analysis was

contradictory,25 as are other studies reporting sex-related

differences in response to IV rt-PA.24,27–29,32–37 The few

studies of sex-related differences in response to endovas-

cular therapy are also conflicting.38–41 HERMES found no

interaction between sex and treatment. Of note, although

the incidence of first stroke in the US is higher in women;

in the HERMES database, only 47% of the subjects were

women.42 DAWN enrolled a higher proportion of women

to men, and showed a higher OR of good outcome in

women (albeit, not significantly different).43 No studies to

date have definitively determined whether there are sex-

related differences in treatment response for the newer

thrombectomy trials. Prior studies have neglected sex dif-

ferences in stroke severity and treatment outcome in

respect to therapeutic window while our study suggests

that patient sex influences stroke biology at presentation

and should be considered, particularly with regards to

acute stroke therapy.

The limitations of this study are primarily due to the

qualitative nature of imaging target definitions, though

any limitations due to qualitative definition of targets will

be present in both sexes. This precludes analysis of the

Table 3. Examination of sex differences in imaging target in the context of former treatment time windows and NIHSS criteria.

Selection

scenario

Within window

OR

P-values

Beyond window

OR

P-values nMen (% targets)

Women

(% targets)

Sex

OR

(W/M) Men (% targets)

Women

(% targets)

Sex

OR

(W/M)

iv TPA (0–4.5 h window)

Perfusion

target

150/195 (76.9%) 223/267 (83.5%) 1.52 0.08 135/200 (67.5%) 162/220 (73.6%) 1.34 0.168 882

Any arterial

target

115/228 (50.4%) 195/310 (62.9%) 1.67 0.00 95/214 (44.4%) 141/259 (54.4%) 1.50 0.03 1,011

TPA

OCCLUSION

76/228 (33.3%) 132/310 (42.6%) 1.48 0.03 135/200 (67.5%) 162/220 (73.6%) 1.34 0.168 1,011

EVT

OCCLUSION

51/228 (22.4%) 103/310 (33.2%) 1.73 0.01 41/214 (19.2%) 54/259 (20.8%) 1.11 0.648 1,011

Perfusion-

diffusion

mismatch

101/195 (51.8%) 160/267 (59.9%) 1.39 0.08 76/200 (38.0%) 96/219 (43.8%) 1.27 0.226 881

Guideline EVT (0–6 h window); limited to ICA and M1 occlusions & NIHSS ≥6

Perfusion

target

42/42 (100%) 86/92 (93.5%) 0.00 0.09 21/28 (75.0%) 30/34 (88.2%) 2.50 0.178 196

Perfusion-

diffusion

mismatch

36/42 (85.7%) 73/92 (79.4%) 0.64 0.38 19/28 (67.9%) 23/34 (67.7%) 0.99 0.986 196

Extended window EVT (6–24 h window); limited to ICA and M1 occlusions & NIHSS ≥10

Perfusion-

diffusion

mismatch

32/38 (84.2%) 59/72 (81.9%) 0.85 0.77 16/20 (80.0%) 18/26 (69.2%) 0.56 0.415 156
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size of patients’ specific mismatch volume and how it

relates to sex and other risk factors. Since the upper and

lower limits for recanalization are currently unknown for

both the volume of ischemic core, mismatch thresholds

are not a good indication of treatment potential.44,45 Fur-

thermore, the use of qualitative perfusion evaluation may

lead artefactual delays resulting in overestimation of

ischemic volumes hence the MTT was chosen since it is

relatively insensitive to time issues. In order to extend the

applicability of this data, quantitative analyses applying

commonly used mismatch criteria are underway.

The LESION cohort was created to model that of a clini-

cal trial while being a representative sample of all strokes

presenting to the hospitals. Those with minor stroke

(NIHSS ≤3) were excluded. This could lead to a bias in

conclusions though studies have found that women

presenting with an NIHSS ≤3 have worse outcomes com-

pared to men,46 though infarct volume does not correlate

with NIHSS at these low values (NIHSS 0–5).47 Finally,

known factors that can impact cerebrovascular hemody-

namics and structure, such as hormone exposure and par-

ity, were not collected as part of this study. Finally, a

proportion of arterial occlusions may be underestimated

due to MRA’s ability to detect branch occlusions. Therefor

we are unable to comment on sex differences in branch

occlusions as detected by MRA.

Conclusion

Imaging biomarkers that are known to be prognostic for

stroke outcome revealed higher prevalence in women for

all imaging targets and all times. Consideration of risk

factors affecting stroke severity and outcome measures

allowed further examination of sex differences in stroke

presentation and evolution. The increased prevalence of

imaging targets in women persisted for the full 24-h per-

iod included in the study indicating the presence of

potentially viable and/or treatable tissue exists well

beyond the traditional therapeutic windows for throm-

bolytic and endovascular therapies, particularly for

women.
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